Bio – Kelly Walker (speaker)
His books are wonderful, his concerts are uplifting, but Kelly Walker IS a speaker. He walks
the talk and it shows in his presentations. Kelly is one of Canada’s experts on the questions of
transition, change and burnout. He brings the most controlled audiences to their feet when he
addresses crowds from 50 to 5000. He is wise, current and fun. A man who began his speaking
career as a preacher in the Dominican Order (the Order of Preachers), he has continued to
inspire, inform and confront audiences throughout North America by his fresh and authentic
style of presentation. He will lead your audience from laughter to tears as he explores with
them the human dimensions of transition and change. He is able to speak to the true issues that
humans face since he has experienced them personally. Also, as a former priest and therapist,
he has guided thousands of people through their journeys.
Normally, Kelly makes use of music to illustrate his talks. Opening up the right brain is an
important element in adult learning. It also binds a group together.
Now and again, he will be asked to MC a whole event, introducing the speakers and providing a
taylor-made song for the event. This brings cohesion to an event.
He has addressed a great variety of audiences. Judges, bankers, police, teachers, sales teams,
hospital staffs, psychiatrists, funeral directors and lots of just plain folks. His impact is visible.
Standing ovations generally follow his opening or closing keynote. Evaluations demonstrate
that he is able to touch the hearts and the imagination of audiences.
Although his main forte is the keynote address, he also enjoys periodically leading a longer
workshop on a variety of topics.
You will be pleased you chose him for your convention or staff day.

